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Tiger   family!  
 
Here   is   a   quick   update   for   you   on   some  
items   that   I’m   sure   have   come   to   the  
forefront   of   your   mind   recently.  
 
Face   Masks  
Face   masks   will   be   a    requirement    for   both  
students   and   staff.    We   always   want   to  
celebrate   each   child   and   one   way   to   do   that  
is   to   understand   what   makes   each   one   of   our  
students   unique   and   special.    To   the   right   is  
a   great   visual   on   how   to   help   your   child   feel  
more   comfortable   wearing   a   face   mask!  
 
Phase   II   Plans  
We   are   frequently   reading   and   following  
(updated)   guidelines   provided   at   the   federal,  
state,   and   local   levels.    As   we   continue   to  
monitor   these   guidelines,   while   also   taking  
our   own   dynamics   into   consideration,   we   are  
continuing   to   edit   and   modify   our   plan   to   best  
meet   the   needs   of   students.   Constant  
collaboration   between   district   administration  
and   teachers   from   Eastgate   and   Prickly   Pear  
have   been   beneficial   in   making   our   specific  
plan.   
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Although   the   plan   is   still   in    draft    form   I   wanted   to   take   a   moment   to   share   the   main   items   that   will   pertain   to   you  
as   a   parent   and   your   child.    Our   wonderful   teaching   staff   will   receive   a   more   detailed   plan   that   pertains   to   their  
role   as   an   educator   (e.g.   areas   in   the   building,   supervision,   duty   schedules,   master   schedule,   etc.).  
 
 
 

The   Big   3  
Wear   Face   Masks  
Social   Distance  

Wash   Hands/Sanitize   Frequently  

Area  Guideline  

Transportation  - Parents   are   encouraged   to   transport   to   and   from   school   when   possible  
- The   shuttle   bus   is   discontinued   this   year  
- Only   students   assigned   to   a   bus   route   will   be   allowed   on   the   bus  
- One   student   per   seat,   unless   they   are   with   siblings  
- The   bus   will   be   loaded   from   back   to   front  
- Students   refusing   to   wear   a   mask   will   not   be   allowed   on   the   bus  

Entering   the   Building  - Each   teacher   and   cohort   (2   classes)   of   students   will   be   assigned   a   color.  
Each   color   will   have   a   designated   entrance   that   will   also   correspond   with  
their   exit   (e.g.   The   yellow   cohort   may   enter   through   the   front   doors   and  
the   green   cohort   may   enter   through   a   side   door)  

Office/Visitors/Meetings  - Any   student   showing   signs   or   symptoms   will   go   to   the   “Care   Room”  
- We   request   that   parents   pick   up   their   student   within   15   minutes   of   being  

notified  
- Parents   and   visitors   are   not   allowed   past   the   office   and   once   inside,   must  

also   wear   a   mask  
- Any   parent   meeting   will   be   held   virtually  

Classrooms  - Teachers   will   ask   students   a   series   of   questions   to   students   along   with  
checking   their   temperature  

- Students   will   remain   in   a   cohort   for   the   duration   of   the   school   day  
- Students   will   not   share   class   supplies  
- Teachers   will   utilize   Google   Classrooms  

Cafeteria/Lunch  - Breakfast   will   be   held   in   the   cafeteria   if   social   distancing   can   be   managed.  
Students   will   sit   in   their   colored   cohort   labeled   table.    If   social   distancing  
cannot   be   managed,   breakfast   will   be   in   classrooms  

- Lunch   will   be   served   in   classrooms  

Gym/PE  - Can   be   done   in   the   gym   if   the   activity   allows   for   social   distancing  
- Students   will   sanitize   before   and   after   activity  
- Outside   space   will   be   utilized   when   weather   permits  
- Assemblies   are   currently   cancelled  
- Gym   is   off   limits   to   outside   organizations  

Library  - To   be   done   in   homerooms  
- Books   may   be   handed   out   or   read   aloud  
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- “Used”   books   will   be   placed   in   a   crate   and   remain   untouched   for   72   hours  
before   going   back   into   circulation  

Music   Room  - To   be   done   in   homerooms  
- Students   sanitize   before   and   after   using   any   item  

Hallway  - Hallway   traffic   will   be   one   way   and   cohorts   will   social   distance  
- Students   will   walk   on   the   right   hand   side   of   the   hall  

Playgrounds  - Cohorts   will   be   assigned   zones   according   to   their   color   for   recess   and  
zones   will   be   rotated  

- Zones   will   also   be   identified   by   a   visual   color  
- Students   sanitize   before   and   after  
- Students   must   wear   masks   

Bathrooms  - Students   sanitize   before   and   after  
- Signage   posted   for   proper   handwashing   practices  

Exiting   the   Building  - Playground   is   closed   at   the   end   of   the   school   day  
- Students   who   are   picked   up   by   parent   or   relative   will   wait   in   designated  

area   while   social   distancing  
- Students   will   wait   with   their   colored   cohort   and   social   distance   from   other  

colored   cohorts  
- Students   who   ride   the   bus   will   wait   in   their   room   until   an   announcement   is  

made   for   them   to   exit   through   their   designated   location  

 
 
 
Class   lists  
Our   class   lists,   for   the   most   part,   are   created   and   we   are   still   waiting   on   one   large   variable;   to   identify   which  
families   and   students   are   choosing   online   options.    The   deadline   to   fill   out   the   application   is   August   19th   and   at  
it’s   conclusion   we   will   make   any   necessary   adjustments   to   our   class   lists.    Once   this   is   done   we   will   send   them  
to   you!  
 
Thank   you   for   your   time   and   support   and   I   can’t   wait   to   meet   your   students!  
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
 
 

Brandon   Crusat  
Principal  
Eastgate   &   Prickly   Pear   Elementary  
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